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bond and Pd-Co heterojunction for improved
hydrogen evolution activity

Chenliang Zhou,1,2 Shaoyuan Shi,1,2,3,4 Xingyu Zhang,1,2 Yuting Sun,1,2 Guan Peng,1 and Wenjing Yuan1,2,3,5,*
SUMMARY

Constructing platinum-like materials with excellent catalytic activity and low cost has great significance
for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) during electrolysis of water. Herein, palladium nanoparticles
(NPs) deposition on the surface of Co NPs using nitrogen-doped carbon (NC) as substrate, denoted as
N-ZIFC/CoPd-30, are manufactured and served as HER electrocatalysts. Characterization results and den-
sity functional theory calculations validate that Pd-Co heterojunctions with NC acting as ‘‘electron dona-
tors’’ promote the Pd species transiting to the electron-rich state based on an efficient electron transfer
mechanism, namely the N-C polar bonds induced strong metal-support interaction effect. The electron-
rich Pd sites are beneficial to HER. Satisfactorily, N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 have only low overpotentials of 16,
162, and 13 mV@-10 mA cm�2 with the small Tafel slopes of 98 mV/decade, 126 mV/decade, and
72 mV/decade in pH of 13, 7, and 0, respectively. The success in fabricating N-ZIFC/CoPd opens a prom-
ising path to constructing other platinum-like electrocatalysts with high HER activity.

INTRODUCTION

Human society expansion has resulted in an ongoing scarcity of conventional fossil energy and a series of ecological issues nowadays. Devel-

oping a clean and renewable energy is essential to addressing these problems.1–3 Among numerous clean energies, H2 has received wide

attention in recent years due to its characteristics of high energy density (142.5 kJ/g) and zero pollutants.4–7 However, using steam reforming

or coal gasification to produce H2 will lead to unavoidable energy consumption and environmental pollution issues.8,9 Water splitting driven

by electric power is a clean and highly effective method to produce green H2, and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is an important half-

reaction during the process of electrolyzing water.10–12 At present, proton exchange membrane electrolyzes,13 alkaline electrolyzes,14 and

microbial electrolyzes15 are employed for producing high-purity H2 in acidic, alkaline, and neutral media, respectively. Therefore, it is crucial

to develop a high-activity catalyst in a broad pH range to ensure effective H2 preparation. Though platinum (Pt)-based materials are the

benchmarking HER electrocatalyst for H2 production,
16–18 its high expenses and scarcity hinder their large-scale application.19 Meanwhile,

the catalytic activities of Pt-based materials in neutral and alkaline media are inferior.20 Hence, it is urgent to design and produce Pt-free

HER catalysts with outstanding performance in a wide pH range as well as an acceptable cost.

The electronic structures and chemical properties of palladium (Pd) with a greater reserve (2–3 times) are similar to those of Pt21; however,

its electrochemical performance is still scarcely equal to that of Pt-based catalyst because the adsorption of Hads on the surface of Pd is too

strong due to its higher d-band center.22,23 Considerable efforts have been invested in the regulation of Pd electronic structure to strengthen

its catalytic properties, involving alloying Pd with Fe,24 Co,25 Cu,26 or other noble metal elements Pt,27 Ir,28 Rh,29 Ru,30 building core-shell het-

erostructure,31 selecting ideal materials to support Pd, and so on. Among these strategies, choosing optimal materials, including oxide,32–34

carbide,35 sulfide,36,37 selenide,38 carbon materials,39 etc, to support Pd has been demonstrated to be a promising, straightforward, and effi-

cacious method. In carbon materials, nitrogen-doped carbon (NC) can enhance the interaction between substrate and metal due to the

formation of C-N polar bond that activates the inert carbon p electrons, improving the catalytic performance. For example, Liu et al. used

nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) to support Pd nanoparticles (NPs) and denoted them as Pd/NG. The overpotential of Pd/NG at 10 mA

cm�2 is 199 mV, smaller than that of Pd/G (218 mV).40 Meanwhile, transition metal (TM = Fe, Co, Ni) embedded in NC (TM@NC) is always

regarded as amore ideal carrier, because TM in TM@NCcan further increase the interaction between the support andmetal as well as change

Pd d-band filling levels.41 Specially, Co@NC, derived from the pyrolytic process of Co-based metal-organic framework (MOF) materials, has

drawnwide attention due to its abundant pore structure and good electroconductibility.42–44 ThoughCo possess well intrinsic electrocatalytic
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activity due to its half-filled 3d orbitals, the HER activity of Co@NC is far from fulfilling the requirements of practical applications. However, its

catalytic performance can apparently be enhanced after loading Pd due to the interaction between Co and Pd. For instance, the Co@PdNPs

encapsulated in NC were studied by Yang et al., with ZIF-67 as the raw material.45 The prepared HER catalyst possesses an overpotential of

98mV@10mA cm�2 and a small Tafel slope of 55.7mV/decade. Liu et al. constructed Pd0.12/Co@NCcatalysts with Co-BTC as the precursor.46

The optimized electrocatalyst exhibits an excellent HER activity with an overpotential of 54 mV@10 mA cm�2 and a Tafel slope of 42 mV/

decade in 0.5 M H2SO4. However, there are few reports about Pd NPs anchored in Co@NC derived from Co-MOF exhibiting outstanding

HER activity in a broad pH range. Meanwhile, the detailed explanation of the interaction between Co@NC and Pd NPs, as well as the origin

of the distinguished HER activity of Pd NPs over a wide pH range, remains to be clarified.

In this work, PdNPs supported on Co@NCderived from the pyrolysis of ZIF-67 (denoted as N-ZIFC/CoPd-30) was fabricated. According to

the characterization results and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the mechanism of Co@NC enhancing the HER activity of Pd has

the following two aspects. On the one hand, Co can form a Co-Pd heterojunction with Pd and act as ‘‘electron contributors.’’ On the other

hand, N atoms activate inert carbon p electrons, and promote the formation of the C-N polar bond, acting as an electron-transfer path be-

tween Pd NPs and substrate, further inducing the generation of the electron-rich state Pd. Thus, the optimized electrocatalyst performs satis-

factorily HER activity with an overpotential of 16, 162, and 13 mV@-10 mA cm�2 at pH of 13, 7, and 0, respectively. In our opinion, this study

opens a window for the design of HER electrocatalysts with excellent activity over a broad pH range.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electrocatalyst characterization

The process of PdNPs deposition on the surface of ZIF-derived carbonmaterials (N-ZIFC/CoPd) is illustrated in Figure 1A. Specifically, the as-

prepared ZIF-67 was firstly calcinated in Ar atmosphere and obtained N-ZIFC/Co. Secondly, N-ZIFC/Co was mixed with PdCl2 solution at

room temperature, and dried in the oven at 80�C for 3 days. Finally, after calcining in 5 vol % H2 (Ar balance), the resultant N-ZIFC/CoPd

was obtained. The morphology, microstructure, and element composition of as-synthesized samples were the first to be studied. As shown

in Figure S1A (see the supplemental information), the ZIF-67 with uniform size distribution and smooth surface is obviously observed. How-

ever, the rough shell is formed on the surface of N-ZIFC (Figure S1B, see the supplemental information), which is likely because of the forma-

tion of volatile gas, and leads to the generation of rough structure. As shown in Figures 1B and S1C (see the supplemental information), SEM

images of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 and N-ZIFC/Co have a similar morphological structure. The regular morphology is well maintained. It is further

confirmed by transmission electron microscope (TEM) and STEM images in Figures 1C and 1E. The HRTEM image of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in Fig-

ure S2 (see the supplemental information) displays the lattice fringes with a lattice spacing of 0.217 nm corresponding to the (100) plane of

hexagonal Co, indicating that the Co element in ZIF-67 has been reduced to metallic Co by high-temperature heating. In Figure 1D, besides

the lattice fringes of CoNPs, clear lattice fringes with a lattice spacing of 0.225 nmwere also observed, which belong to the Pd (111) plane.47,48

According to theHRTEM results, Pd was successfullymodified on the surface of CoNPs, forming a Pd-Co heterojunction, which is favorable to

fully integrating the benefits of Co and Pd, and improving the interaction between N-ZIFC/Co and Pd. The STEM and element mapping of

N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 were performed as displayed in Figures 1E–1J, the C, O, N, Co, and Pd elements are clearly observed, confirming that the

typical sample is composed of N-ZIFC, Co NPs, and Pd NPs. Additionally, the contents of Co and Pd in N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 are 24.95 and 10.61

wt % according to the result of ICP analysis (Table S1, see the supplemental information). Besides, the contents of Pd in N-ZIFC/CoPd-1 and

N-ZIFC/CoPd-10 are 0.64 and 3.23 wt % (Table S2, see the supplemental information). These aforementioned results prove that Pd is success-

fully deposited on the surface of N-ZIFC/Co.

XRDwas further performed to verify the crystal structure of electrocatalysts. Figure S3 (see the supplemental information) displays the XRD

patterns of ZIF-67, matching well with the reported literature.49 As shown in Figure 2A, XRD results confirm that N-ZIFC/Co, N-ZIFC/CoPd-1,

N-ZIFC/CoPd-10, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 samples do not exhibit the characteristic peaks of ZIF-67, revealing that the ZIF-67 is completely

carbonized and converted to porous carbon, which can be proved by the peak located at around 26o associated with the diffraction of

(002) plane of graphite carbon. Meanwhile, there are two kinds of Co species in N-ZIFC/CoPd-1, N-ZIFC/CoPd-10 and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30:

the diffraction peaks located at about 44o, 52o, and 76o are assigned to the cubic Co (111), (200), and (220) planes (PDF#15–0806), and the

three diffraction peaks located at about 42o, 45o, and 48o belong to the hexagonal Co (100), (002), and (101) planes (PDF#05–0727). Besides,

the typical sample exhibits some other peaks centered at around 40o, 47�, and 68�, which belong to the Pd (111), (200), and (220) planes

(PDF#65–2867). The aforementioned results suggest that ZIF-67 can be completely carbonized with Cox+ in ZIF-67 being transformed to

Co0 in high-temperature calcination process, and the Pd NPs are successfully deposited on the surface of N-ZIFC/Co.

Nitrogen adsorption-desorption measurements were conducted to verify the surface areas and porosity of the samples. From Figure S4

(see the supplemental information), the N-ZIFC and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 samples possess a similar pore size distribution with a pore size of

approximately 3–4 nm. In Figure 2B, the BET surface area of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 and N-ZIFC is 233 and 259 m2 g�1 in turn. The high BET surface

area and abundant porosity of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 are beneficial to expose the active sites as much as possible, mass transfer, and bubble diffu-

sion during the HER process.50

Furthermore, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was also conducted to verify the element types and valence states of samples. In

Figure 2C, there are five peaks of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 located at around 782, 340, 285, 400, and 534 eV, referring to Co 2p, Pd 3d, C 1s, N 1s,

and O 1s, which match the results of element mapping images in Figures 1F–1J. Besides, the intensity of Pd 3d of N-ZIFC/CoPd increases

with the Pd content increment, fitting with the experimental process, as displayed in Figure S5 (see the supplemental information). The C

1s spectra (Figure S6, see the supplemental information) can be divided into five distinct peaks of C-C (284.78 eV), C-O (285.67 eV), C-N
2 iScience 27, 109620, May 17, 2024



Figure 1. Schematic illustration for the preparation of N-ZIFC/CoPd and morphology characterizations of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30

(A) Schematic illustration for the construction of N-ZIFC/CoPd samples.

(B) SEM.

(C) TEM.

(D) HRTEM.

(E) STEM.

(F–J) Element mapping images of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.
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(286.72 eV), C=O (288.10 eV), and Pi-Pi (290.43 eV).51 It is obvious that the five peaks in the C 1s spectrum of three samples have little differ-

ence, suggesting that a negligible interaction between the C atom and Pd atom. From the N 1s spectra of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 (Figure 2D), the

four peaks located at about 403.5, 401.32, 400.22, and 398.7 eV, in accordance with oxidizedN, graphitic N, pyrrolic N, and pyridinic N in turn,

further revealing the doping of nitrogen into carbon.52 Comparedwith N-ZIFC andN-ZIFC/Co, theN 1s peaksmove to higher binding energy

after the loaded of Pd NPs. This result indicates that there are obvious electron transfers between Pd and N.53 The electrons transferring from

NC to Pd regulate the HER process over a broad pH range, positively altering the HER activity of the catalysts. Besides, the HER activity of

N-ZIFC/CoPd enhances with the increase in N content according to the XPS result (Table S3, see supplemental information), further proving

the key role of N doping. In Figure 2E, there are two double peaks in the Pd 3d high resolution spectrumof N-ZIFC/CoPd-30, which are attrib-

uted to metallic Pd (Pd0) and oxidized Pd (Pd2+). The presence of metallic Pd is in agreement with previous XRD and TEM results. The Pd2+

species may originate from the inevitable surface oxidation when exposed to the air atmosphere. Besides, the peak located at 338.2 eV is

assigned to Pd-N species, reflecting that Pd NPs anchor on the surface of NC through N atoms.54 In Figure 2F, the Co 2p spectra of

N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 can be divided into five peaks, Co0 (778.5 eV), Co2+ (779.2 eV), Co3+ (780.9 eV), Co-N (782.3 eV), and satellite peak (786.1

eV).55 Moreover, compared to N-ZIFC, the position of Co 2p3/2 in N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 shifted around 0.3 eV toward the higher energy direction,
iScience 27, 109620, May 17, 2024 3



Figure 2. Structure and composition analysis of the materials

(A) XRD patterns of N-ZIFC/Co, N-ZIFC/CoPd-1, N-ZIFC/CoPd-10, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

(B) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of N-ZIFC and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

(C) XPS survey spectra of N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

(D) High-resolution XPS spectra of N 1s of N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

(E) High-resolution XPS spectra of Pd 3d of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

(F) High-resolution XPS spectra of Co 2p of N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.
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indicating that electron transfer from Co to Pd due to the difference in electronegativity (c(Co) = 1.9, c(Pd) = 2.2), implying that the Pd-Co

heterojunction is a promising structure for electron enrichment at Pd sites.56
Electrocatalytic activity

Firstly, the HER activity of as-synthesized electrocatalysts was evaluated by a standard three-electrode measurement system in 0.5 M H2SO4.

Due to the HER performance of N-ZIFC/Co was enhanced by varying the different content of Pd, and hence the impact of Pd content on the

HER performance was first investigated. According to Figure S7A (see the supplemental information) and Figure 3A, the HER activity is

enhancedwith the increase of Pd content. In addition, the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves exhibit that N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 shows superior

HER activity compared to N-ZIFC/Co, N-ZIFC and other control samples. In Figure 3B, it is notable that N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 only demands an

overpotential of 13 mV for generation of a current density of�10 mA cm�2, much less than that of N-ZIFC/Co (269 mV), N-ZIFC (352 mV), and

AC (937mV). Additionally, the overpotential of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 (133mV) is also lower than that of N-ZIFC/Co (423mV) at�100mA cm�2. The

introduction of Pd reduces the overpotential of N-ZIFC/Co at�10mA cm�2 and�100mA cm�2 by 256mV and 290mV, respectively. The Tafel

slopes originating from the LSV curves in Figures 3A and S7A (see the supplemental information) were also studied to evaluate the hydrogen

evolution kinetics of electrocatalysts. As shown in Figures 3C and S7B (see the supplemental information), the Tafel slope of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30

(72 mV/decade) is much better than that of N-ZIFC/Co (114 mV/decade), N-ZIFC (153 mV/decade), N-ZIFC/CoPd-1 (111 mV/decade), and

N-ZIFC/CoPd-10 (75 mV/decade), representing more efficient hydrogen evolution kinetics. Impressively, the acidic HER activity of N-ZIFC/

CoPd-30 can be compared to that of palladium-based HER catalysts and other platinum-like catalysts reported in the past few years as shown

in Figures 3D and Tables S4 and S5 (see the supplemental information), implying that N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is a promising HER electrocatalyst.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) were further performed to clarify the under-

lying root of the improved HER activity. EIS is used to evaluate the interfacial electron and proton transfer performance of electrocatalysts. The

idealNyquist plot displays a semicircle in the high-frequency region, corresponding to the charge transfer resistance (Rct) on the electrocatalytic

reaction interface. The Rct is calculated from the diameter of the semicircle in the high-frequency region. The smaller diameter represents the

lower Rct, indicating faster charge transfer. As shown in Figure 3E, N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 possesses much lower charge transfer resistance than

that of N-ZIFC/Co, which reflects that N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 has a faster charge transfer and higher charge transfer kinetics during the HER process.

The reduced resistance reveals that the charge transfer process of catalyst is optimized.57 Meanwhile, the charge transfer resistance of N-ZIFC/

CoPddecreaseswith the increaseof Pd content as displayed in Figure S7C (see the supplemental information). Therefore, the introductionof Pd

species into theN-ZIFC/Cosystemcannot onlybeeffective in accelerating the reaction kinetics, but also reducing the charge transfer resistance,

thus achievingamore idealHERactivity. RegardingECSA, it iswidely acknowledged that the linear relationshipbetween thedouble layer capac-

itance (Cdl) and the ECSA of catalyst,58 and CV measurements are conducted with different scan rates to obtain the Cdl.
59 The CV curves

of different samples are exhibited in Figure S8 (see the supplemental information). Obviously, the higher Cdl value of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30
4 iScience 27, 109620, May 17, 2024



Figure 3. Electrocatalytic performance of the as-prepared catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4

HER activity of AC, N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in 0.5 M H2SO4.

(A) The LSV curves with iR-correction.

(B) The overpotential of different samples at current densities of �10, �40, �70, and �100 mA cm�2.

(C) Tafel slopes.

(D) Tafel slope and overpotential of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in comparison with other recently reported Pd-based HER electrocatalysts.

(E) Nyquist plots at �0.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl).

(F) Cdl test of as-synthesized samples.
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(44.1mFcm�2) than that ofN-ZIFC/Co (36.8mFcm�2) andN-ZIFC (32.7mFcm�2)manifests thatmoreactive sites are exposedbyN-ZIFC/CoPd-

30 for the electrocatalytic reaction (Figure 3F). The stability of catalyst is another essential aspect to assess the HER performance, except for the

activity. Asdisplayed in Figure S9 (see the supplemental information),N-ZIFC/CoPd-30ownwell stabilitywith negligible current decayat current

density of about�30mAcm�2 for 60 h. Themorphology and element content change ofN-ZIFC/CoPd-30 after I-t test are further performed by

SEM and element mapping. As shown in Figure S10 (see the supplemental information), the N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 catalyst still maintain the regular

structure as before. In Figure S11 (see the supplemental information), besides C, N, Co, Pd, the existence of S andO originate from the residual

sulfate ions inN-ZIFC/CoPd-30.Meanwhile, according to theCo, Pd content in the catalyst, the decline ofHER performance ismainly due to the

partial dissolution ofCoduring the stability test, thus breaking the Pd-Coheterojunction. These findings reveal that theN-ZIFC/CoPd-30 exhibit

outstanding stability for HER, which is essential in general for electrocatalytic H2 generation in acidic media.

Taking into account that three main methods for electrolyzing water (proton exchange membrane electrolysis, alkaline electrolysis, and

microbial electrolysis) are applied in acidic, alkaline, and neutral environments, and the ideal electrocatalyst should retain substantial activity

within a wide pH range for practical application. Since a series of N-ZIFC/CoPd samples exhibit excellent electrocatalytic HER activity in acidic

environment, theN-ZIFC/CoPd catalysts were further evaluated in 0.1MKOH to examine its pH universal activity. As presented in Figure S12A

(see the supplemental information) and Figure 4A, the alkaline HER activities are enhanced with the increase of Pd content, and the N-ZIFC/

CoPd-30 also performs the best electrocatalytic activity as before. As displayed in Figure 4B, it can be clearly observed that theN-ZIFC/CoPd-

30 only requires an overpotential of 16 and 163 mV to provide a current density of �10 and �40 mA cm�2, respectively. The Tafel slope of

N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is 98 mV/decade, better than that of N-ZIFC/Co (221 mV/decade), N-ZIFC (230 mV/decade), and other control samples

as shown in Figures 4C and S12B (see the supplemental information). With such a low overpotential at �10 mA cm�2 and Tafel slope, the

N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is expected to apply as a promising alkaline HER electrocatalyst. EIS and ECSA were further conducted, and the results

are presented in the supplemental information. In Figure S12C (see the supplemental information), with the small charge transfer resistance,

the N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 also achieves fast reaction kinetics and satisfactory alkaline HER activity, which broadly match the results obtained in

acidic media. From Figure S13 (see the supplemental information), the N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 possess a greater Cdl value (29.2 mF cm�2) than

that of N-ZIFC/Co (26.8 mF cm�2) andN-ZIFC (24.7 mF cm�2), implying that the N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is able to expose a greater number of active

sites, which is favorable for increasing the HER activity.

Thoughmanymaterials exhibit excellent electrocatalyticHERactivity under acidic or alkaline conditions, theHERperformancesof catalysts in

the neutral pH environment are still unsatisfactory. Meanwhile, it is vital to generate H2 from neutral solutions (such as sewage or river water) for

environmental preservation and sustainabledevelopment. Therefore, theelectrocatalytic activities ofN-ZIFC/CoPdcatalystswere further tested

in 1.0 M PBS. Figures 4D–4F show the LSV curves, overpotential and Tafel plots of as-prepared samples. The overpotential of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30

at�10mAcm�2 is 162mV,which ismuch lower than 314 and267mVofN-ZIFCandN-ZIFC/Co.Moreover, theoverpotential ofN-ZIFC/CoPd-30

is still less in comparison with N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and AC at larger current density. The Tafel slopes of AC, N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/

CoPd-30 are 150, 143, 136, and 126 mV/decade, which also proves the favorable HER kinetics on N-ZIFC/CoPd-30. The Nyquist plots of
iScience 27, 109620, May 17, 2024 5



Figure 4. Electrocatalytic performance of the as-prepared catalysts in 0.1 M KOH and 1.0 PBS

(A) HER polarization curves with iR-correction.

(B) The overpotential at current density of �10, �20, �30, and �40 mA cm�2.

(C) Tafel plots of AC, N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in 0.1 M KOH.

(D) HER polarization curves with iR-correction.

(E) The overpotential at current density of �10, �15, �20, and �30 mA cm�2.

(F) Tafel plots of AC, N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in 1.0 M PBS.
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N-ZIFC,N-ZIFC/Co, andN-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in 1.0MPBS are shown in Figure S14 (see the supplemental information). It can be clearly noticed that

the N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 can achieve faster charge transfer at the interface of catalyst/electrolyte. ECSA was also carried out to determine the

changes in the number of active sites among N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30. From Figure S15 (see the supplemental information),

theCdl ofN-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is 50.2mFcm�2, significantlygreater than that ofN-ZIFC/Co (38.6mFcm�2) andN-ZIFC (20.2mFcm�2). According to

the aforementioned results, the high conductivity and abundant active sites are the key factors for N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 with outstanding HER ki-

netics in alkaline and neutral environments. Meanwhile, the stabilities of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 in both alkaline and neutral media were evaluated

as presented in Figure S16 (see the supplemental information). The current density has only a small attenuation in alkaline and neutral media,

revealing its well stability for HER.
Mechanism analysis

To better understand the inherent nature of electrocatalytic H2 evolution, DFT computations were performed by the VASP. The structural

models of ZIFC, N-ZIFC, N-ZIFC/Pd, N-ZIFC/Co, and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 can be depicted in Figures 5A, 5B, and S17 (see the supplemental in-

formation). The key point of calculation is to evaluate the electron transport between active site and substrate. As illustrated in Figure 5C,

compared to the ZIFC structure, introducing nitrogen atoms break the electroneutrality of substrate, and cause the carbon p electrons to

be activated. The result is that the carbon p electrons are easily transferred from in-plane to out-of-plane active sites, which can be confirmed

by the Bader charge change of the adsorbed H (Dq). For clarity, the estimated Bader charge is the total of the Bader charges of one H atom,

and negative values of the Bader charge change indicate the transfer of electrons from the catalyst surface to the adsorbed H, and the cor-

responding models are displayed in Figure S18 (see the supplemental information). The Dq values of ZIFC and N-ZIFC are in the order

of +0.08 e and 0 e, indicating that the N-C polar bonds are successful in activating and inducing carbonp electrons transport. It is noteworthy

that theDq of�0.73e for Pd-Co site N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is more negative than that of Co site N-ZIFC/Co and Pd site N-ZIFC/Pd, suggesting that

the Pd-Co heterojunction play an important role in electron transport processes. Meanwhile, the differential charge density map also indi-

cates that the charge density of Pd-Co heterojunction of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is redistributed in comparison with the Co site of N-ZIFC/Co

and Pd site of N-ZIFC/Pd, revealing that the Co site can regulate the electronic structure of Pd site efficiently, which is consistent with the

XPS results. Furthermore, the hydrogen adsorption free energy (DGH*) is also recognized as a critical parameter to evaluate the HER perfor-

mance. The optimumHERelectrocatalyst generally contains anDGH* value near zero, which speeds up hydrogen releasewhile simultaneously

enabling a quick proton/electron transfer.60,61 From Figures 5D and S19 (see the supplemental information), the DGH* of Pd-Co heterojunc-

tion of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is�0.16 eV, andmuch smaller than that of the Pd site of N-ZIFC/Pd (�0.34 eV), Co site of N-ZIFC/Co (�0.41 eV), ZIFC

(1.44 eV), and N-ZIFC (0.94 eV), and can be compared to the most advanced Pt catalyst (�0.09 eV). These results demonstrate that Pd-Co

heterojunction of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 is a promising electrocatalyst for HER.

According to the theoretical calculations and experimental results, the activity-enhancing mechanism of electrocatalytic H2 evolution over

the Pd-Co heterojunction site of N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 was proposed (Figure 6). According to the XPS results, when Pd NPs loading on the surface
6 iScience 27, 109620, May 17, 2024



Figure 5. Theoretical interpretation

(A and B) Optimized structures of (A) N-ZIFC/Co and (B) N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

(C) differential charge density map and Bader charge change (Dq) of H adsorbed on the basal-plane of ZIFC, N-ZIFC, Co site N-ZIFC/Co, Pd site N-ZIFC/Pd, Pd-

Co site N-ZIFC/CoPd-30, yellow and blue region indicate electron accumulation and depletion.

(D) Hydrogen adsorption free energy (DGH*) diagram of Co site N-ZIFC/Co, Pd site N-ZIFC/Pd, and Pd-Co site N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.
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of N-ZIFC/Co, on the one hand, electron transfer fromNC to Pd sites through the polar C-N bonds to induce activation of carbonp electrons.

Meanwhile, Pd can form the Pd-Co heterojunction on the surface of N-ZIFC/Co.Due to the difference in electronegativity betweenCo and Pd,

electrons can also transfer from Co sites to Pd sites. Benefiting from the formation of C-N bonds and Co acting as ‘‘electron donators,’’ elec-

tron accumulation on Pd sites can lead to Pd species switching to electron-rich states. Based on the theoretical calculations results, the elec-

tron-rich Pd species possess a more ideal DGH*, which is critical for enhancing the wide pH range HER activity of catalyst.

Conclusions

In summary, the Pd deposition on the surface of Co NPs supported by N-doped carbon (N-ZIFC/CoPd-30) has been successfully synthesized.

The N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 exhibits remarkable electrocatalytic HER activity with low overpotential (16, 162, and 13 mV@-10 mA cm�2) and small

Tafel slopes (98, 126, and 72 mV/decade) in 0.1 M KOH, 1.0 M PBS, and 0.5 M H2SO4. Additionally, N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 possesses excellent HER

stability with no discernible performance degradation after 50 h in a wide pH range. The favorable activity and stability are attributed to the

following factors based on experimental and DFT results. The formation of C-N polar bonds and Pd-Co heterojunction can enhance the

strong interaction between N-ZIFC/Co substrate and Pd site, and promote Pd transforming into the electron-rich state, which is favorable

to accelerate the hydrogen absorption/desorption, as well as thus boost the electrocatalytic HER performance. This study provides a valuable

inspiration to construct heterojunction functional catalysts in the promising practical application for electrocatalytic H2 production.

Limitations of the study

Although the electron-rich Pd site in N-ZIFC/CoPd-30 was beneficial to HER from theoretical calculations, the experimental proof for this

point is lacking. Future research will focus on the identification of the active site by employing more experimental characterization to

make the theoretical results more convincing.
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration for electrocatalytic H2 evolution over N-ZIFC/CoPd-30
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METHOD DETAILS

Preparation of N-ZIFC/Co samples

In a typical synthesis, 300 mL of methanol was used to dissolve 11.64 g of Co(NO3)2$6H2O, and the formed solution wasmarked as solution A.

As solution B, 300 mL of methanol was employed to dissolve 12.32 g of C4H6N2. The purple turbid solution was generated by immediately

combining solution B with solution A, and then allowed to stand for 24 h at room temperature. Filter cake was gathered, and washed with

methanol 3 times, and then heated in the oven at 60�C for 12 h to obtain ZIF-67 powder. The dried ZIF-67 was put in a tube furnace, and

carbonized within an Ar atmosphere at 450�C and 900�C for 1 h, respectively, to obtain nitrogen-doped porous ZIF carbon loaded with

Co NPs, which were labeled as N-ZIFC/Co.

Preparation of N-ZIFC/CoPd samples

The 1, 10 and 30 mL of PdCl2 solutions (2 mg/mL) were added to the centrifuge tube containing 250 mg N-ZIFC/Co, respectively. After a

period of time, it was dried in the oven at 80�C for 3 days. Finally, the dried precursor was heated in 5 vol % H2 (Ar balance) at 400
�C for 1

h, and the Pd2+ adsorbed on the surface of N-ZIFC/Co was reduced to Pd NPs, and obtained final product, and marked as N-ZIFC/CoPd-

1, N-ZIFC/CoPd-10 and N-ZIFC/CoPd-30.

Preparation of N-ZIFC samples

The control sample (N-ZIFC) was also prepared by annealing the dried ZIF-67 powder in Ar atmosphere at 450�C and 900�C for 1 h in turn, and

then the obtained N-ZIFC/Co was etched with HCl to dissolve the Co NPs on its surface.

Characterizations of electrocatalysts

The phase composition was confirmed by a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer. The morphology and microstructure of samples were

characterized by an FEI Scios 2 HiVac scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a JEOL2100F TEM. XPS was obtained on an EscaLab Xi+ in-

strument. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area was measured on a Micromeritics ASAP 2460 instrument.
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Electrochemical measurements

CHI 660E electrochemical workstation (Shanghai Chenhua, China) combined with a typical three-electrode system was used to evaluate the

HER performance of samples. Firstly, 30 mg of the sample was dispersed in ethanol (3.0 mL) to form ink (10 mg mL�1), and then the glassy

carbon electrode surface was dripped with 10 mL of catalyst ink. Subsequently, a suitable amount of Nafion solution (0.05 wt %) was used to

adhere the catalyst, and thoroughly dried at room temperature. The mass loading of as-prepared sample is 1.41 mg cm�2 for HER, and the

contents of Pd on the electrode for N-ZIFC/CoPd-1, N-ZIFC/CoPd-10 andN-ZIFC/CoPd-30 are 0.0090mg cm�2, 0.0455mg cm�2 and 0.15mg

cm�2, respectively. In acidic, alkaline, and neutral media, a glassy carbon electrode, an Ag/AgCl electrode and a graphite rod were used as

working electrode, reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively. The sample loaded on carbon paper (13 1 cm) (loading: 0.5 mg

cm�2) was used to evaluate the stability of electrocatalysts in 0.5 MH2SO4, 0.1 M KOH, and 1.0 M PBS. All potentials were compensated for iR

and converted to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale according to Equation 1. LSVs were studied at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1 with

100% iR-corrected. EIS was performed at�0.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in H2SO4, -1.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in KOH, and�0.75 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in PBS from 106

to 0.01 Hz. The CV curves were measured in the non-Faradaic region of potential from 0.047 V to 0.147 V (versus RHE) in 0.5 M H2SO4, from

0.167 V to 0.267 V (versus RHE) in 0.1 KOH, and from 0.111 V to 0.211 V (versus RHE) in 1.0 M PBS from 20mV s�1 to 100mV s�1 to estimate the

double layer capacitance (Cdl) and electrochemically active surface area (ECSA).

ERHE = EAg=AgCl + 0:197V+ 0:0592pH (Equation 1)

Calculation details

The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) was applied to perform the DFT calculations using an all-electron plane-wave basis set with a

520 eV energy cutoff and a spin-polarized GGA PBE functional. The conjugate gradient algorithmwas implemented for the optimization. The

projector augmented wave method and a (33 33 1) Monkhorst-Pack mesh were adopted for the Brillouin-zone integrations to be sampled,

and the convergence thresholds for total energy and force on each atom were set at 13 10�5 eV and 0.02 eV/Å, respectively. The change of

adsorption energy (DEads) and free energy (DG) for adsorptions were calculated based on the Equations 2 and 3.

DEads = Etotal � Esur � Emol (Equation 2)
DG = Etotal � Esur � Emol +DEZPE � TDS (Equation 3)

Etotal, Esur, Emol,DEZPE andDS represent total energy for the adsorption state, energy of pure surface, energy of adsorptionmolecule, zero-

point energy and entropy change in turn. Due to the small value of the vibrational entropy of H* in the adsorbed state, the entropy of adsorp-

tion of 1/2 H2 is SHz�0.5S0H2, where the S0H2 stands for the entropy of H2 in the gas phase under the standard conditions. Based on this, the

overall corrections were represented by the Equation 4, and the EH2 is the energy of H2 in gas phase.

DGH� = Etotal � Esur � 1

2
EH2

+ 0:24 eV (Equation 4)
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